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Abstract

The effect on memory of the mode of studying paired-associates

was investigated using a continuous-presentat.ion technique. Overt

rehearsal was found to be superior to covert study for all ~s. Further

more, the form of the forgetting curve was qualitatively different

for the two study procedures. The overt-rehearsal curve dropped

slowly at first and then very rapidly defining. an S-shaped function,

whereas the curve for the covert-study condition decayed exponentially.

A mathematical model employing a short-term rehearsal buffer and a

long-term memory st.ate accurately predicted the data obtained under

the two study conditions.
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In several recent experiments (Atkinson, Brelsford, and Shiffrin,

1967; Brelsford, .Ke.ller, Shiffrin., and Atkinson, 1966) short-term mem-

ory for paired-associates has been examined using a continuous

presentation technique that provides for the efficient gathering of

large amounts of data under fairly homogeneous conditions. In these

experiments Ss studied the paired-associate items in a covert manner

only, i.e., no overt verbalization of the stimulus-response pairs

occurred. It is of interest to determine whether performance in these

experiments is a function of the particular mode of study. The present

paper involves a within-subjects comparison of two types of study pro

cedures, both using the continuous-presentation technique. On certain

blocks of trials Ss studied covertly as in the earlier experiments,

while on other trial blocks §s rehearsed overtly, vocalizing the

stimulus-response pairs as they were presented for study.

EXPERIMENT I

Method

Subjects. The §s were eight students from Stanford University

who received $2 for each hour they participated in the experiment.

Each S participated in eight l-hr. experimental sessions.
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Apparatus. The experiment was conducted in the Computer-Based

Learning Laboratory at Stanford University. All programming,genera

tionof stimuli, and res.ponse recording were carried out by computer

programs running in a modified PDP-l computer under the control of a

time-sharing system. Stimuli were electronically generated and dis

played on a cathode ray tube (CRT). Responses were made on an electric

typewriter keyboard located immediate.ly below the lower edge of the CRT.

Stimuli and Responses. The stimuli were six two-digit numbers

randomly selected at the beginning of each experimental session from

the set of all two-digit numbers between 01 and 99. Once a set of

stimuli was selected for a given subject and session, it was used

throughout that session. In every session the 26 letters of the alpha

bet were used as responses.

Procedure. Each experimental session lasted for 200 trials and

was composed of four alternating 50-trial blocks of overt rehearsal

trials (called O-trials) and covert study trials (called C-trials).

The initial 50-trial block for each session was randomly selected

to be either an 0- or a C-block. A session began with a series of six

consecutive study trials; one stUdy trial for each stimulus to be used

during the session. The form of these initial study trials depended

upon whether an 0- or a C-block had been selected to begin the session.

If the session was to begin with a C-block, the word study appeared on

the upper face of the CRT on each initial study trial. Beneath the

word study there appeared one of the six stimuli to be used in the

session, along with a randomly selected response. The Ss had been

initially instructed to try to remember, but not overtly rehearse,
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the association between the stimulus-response pairs that appeared with

the word study. If the session was to begin with an O-block, the word

rehearse appeared above the word study on each initial study trial.

Except for the word rehearse, O-trials were identical to the C-trials.

For these O-trials B had been instructed to say aloud the stimulus

response pair twice while it was on the CRT for study; furthermore, he

had been instructed to pace himself so that his verbal rehearsal tended

to fill the time period of the study trial. Each of the six initial

study trials lasted for 3 sec., with a 3-sec. intertrial interval (ITI).

As soon as there had been one initial study trial for each of the six

stimuli to be used in the session, the session proper began.

Each of the 200 trials in an experimental session involved a

fixed series of events run off in the following order: 1) The word

test appeared on the upper face of the CRT. Beneath the word test

a randomly selected member of the 6-item stimulus set appeared. The

Bs had been instructed that, when the word test and a stimulus appeared

on the CRT, they were to respond by pressing the appropriate key with

the last response they had associated with that stimulus. The test

portion of each trial lasted for 3 sec. 2) The CRT was blacked out

for 2 sec. 3) The study portion of the trial occurred. 4) A 3-sec.

ITI occurred ending the trial.

Just as in the initial study trials, the study periods were of

two types. During blocks of C-trials, the word study appeared on the

upper face of the CRT for 3 sec. Below the word study a stimulus-response
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pair appeared. The stimulus was the same one used in the preceding test

portion of the trial. The new response for that stimulus was randomly

selected for the response set, with the stipulation that the response

be different from the immediately preceding response assigned to that

stimulus. The O-blocks were identical to C-blocks except that on

O-trials the word rehearse appeared above the word study. The Ss

followed the rehearsal instructions as described earlier. There was

no break in the sequence of trials when switching from one study pro

cedure to the other; thus items studied on the last few trials of an

O-block tended to be tested during the C-block and visa versa.

The verbal responses of Ss on O-trials were monitored by an elec

tronic intercommunication system. Because of warm-up and adaptation

effects, data from the first experimental session for each S are not

presented. Data from the first 15 trials of each C- and O-block were

also discarded since we are not interested in results for stimulus

response pairs that were studied under one experimental condition and

tested on the other.

Results

In order to evaluate the over"all differences between overt and

covert procedures, the proportion of correct responses for each of the

experimental conditions was computed. Taking the average of these pro

portions over ~s, the mean probability of correct response is .74 for

the overt rehearsal condition and .58 for the covert study condition.

The difference between the two conditions is highly significant,

!(7) = 4.05, E < .01.
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The number of trials intervening between study and test on a given

stimulus-response pair will be referred to as the "lag" for that pair.

Thus, if the test for a given pair occurs immediately following the study

period for that pair, the lag is Q. If one trial intervenes (involving

both a test and study on another stimulus item), the lag is 1, and so on.

Since all of the stimulus-response pairs studied during O-blocks can be

considered as one experimental condition and those studied during

C-blocks as a separate condition, it is possible to examine the propor

tion of correct responses for various lags under each experimental

condition.

Figure 1 presents the relation between study mode and the proba

bility of a correct response as a function of lag. In this figure each

point is the mean proportion of correct responses for the eight ~s. It

can be seen that the two lag curves are qualitatively quite different.

The overt rehearsal curve drops slowly at first and then very rapidly,

defining an S-shaped lag function, whereas the covert study curve drops

abruptly between lag 0 and 1 and then decays exponentially. The curves

are not displayed beyond lag 13 since there are too few observations.

EXPERIMENT II

Method

Because of the rather dramatic differences obtained in Exp. I,

we decided to replicate the study using a slightly different procedure.

Exp. II was identical to Exp. I in all respects except for the way the

six stimuli were chosen. At the start of the first experimental

session a set of six consecutive two-digit numbers was randomly
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selected for each S. These same numbers were then used as stimuli for

that § throughout the experiment. This modification of the stimulus

selection procedure was introduced in Exp. II to maximize the S's

familiarity with the stimulus set. Different subjects were used in

experiments I and II.

Results

As in Exp. I, the proportion of correct responses for each experi

mental condition was computed. Averaging over §s, the mean proportion

of correct responses is .82 for the overt rehearsal condition and .63

for the covert study condition. As in Exp. I, this difference is

highly significant, !(7) = 4.72, ~ < .01. It also should be noted that

the proportion of correct responses did not appear to depend upon the

particular stimulus; i.e., it was about the same for all stimuli in

dependent of their relative position in the set of six consecutive

numbers.

Figure 2 presents the lag curves for Exp. II. It can be seen that

they are very similar to those of Exp·. I, except that the proportion

of correct responses at a given lag is typically greater in the second

experiment.

DISCUSSION

In these experiments it is clear that the recall of a paired

associate item depends upon the manner in which it was rehearsed at

the time of stUdy. It is not surprising that items overtly rehearsed

are recalled more often than those that are covertly studied. If

nothing more, overt rehearsal insures that S examines each stimulus

response pair presented for study and rehearses it at least twice.
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In the covert study situation there is the possibility that some items

when presented for study may not be rehearsed and may possibly even be

ignored. Of course, overt rehearsal could be detrimental to the extent

that verbalization of a particular stimulus-response pair might disrupt

a more general subvocal rehearsal scheme involving several items simul

taneously. In the present case it appears that the advantages of overt

rehearsal outweigh any disadvantages of covert study, because, for every

~, the overt rehearsal procedure proved superior.

What is of more interest than the general finding that overt re

hearsal is superior to covert study, is the specific interaction between

the study procedure and the lag between study and~tes~t~. It is of inter

est to determine whether this particular interaction can be predicted

within the context of any extant theory of memory. In recent theoreti

cal formulations of short- and long-term memory, Atkinson and Shiffrin

(1965, 1967) and Atkinson, Brelsford, and Shiffrin (1967) proposed a

model that is applicable to the present experiments.

The model assumes that data from studies of the type described here

may be characterized by a two-stage process involving a short-term mem

ory state called the "rehearsal buffer" and a long-term storage state.

Since the experimental variables of interest involve only the rehearsal

buffer, all we need say about long-term store is that it is characterized

by the parameters e and T, both of which are assumed to be the same

for our two experimental conditions.

The rehearsal buffer is represented as a constant-size, push-down

list that holds r stimulus-response items simultaneously. Items are

kept alive in this list via rehearsal. Since there are only r items
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in the buffer at anyone time, we must specify the rules by which items

enter and leave the buffer. At the time a given stimulus-response item

is presented for study, its stimulus member mayor may not already be in

the rehearsal buffer. If the stimulus is in the bUffer, the new item

being studied will enter the buffer and replace the corresponding

stimulus-response item. If the item being studied is one whose stimulus

member is not currently in the buffer, then the new stimulus-response

item enters the buffer with probability a, and some item currently in

the buffer is knocked out. The value of the parameter a reflects the

probability of entering a new item into the buffer. For example, a

may depend on the ease with which new items can be integrated into

on-going rehearsal schemes. If a particular set of items is easy to

rehearse, the subject may not want to break up the combination to insert

a new item. For the present experiments it is assumed that the overt

rehearsal procedure will lead to an increase in the value of a when

compared to the covert procedure.

The model outlined here is the same one used by Atkinson, Brelsford,

and Shiffrin (1967) to provide an extremely accurate account of data from

a series of studies employing the covert-study procedure of the present

experiment. However, this version of the model will not fit the overt

data because of the pronounced S-shaped form of the lag curve. Although

increasing the value of a will predict better performance in the

overt condition, the lag curve will have the form of an exponentially

decreasing function, which is clearly not found in the data. In order

to account for the S-shaped curve, we need to assume that in the overt

condition S tends to eliminate the oldest items from the buffer first.
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This equation is

In the model for the covert case, a new item entering the buffer is

said to knock out at random any item currently in the buffer. It will

be assumed for the overt case that an entering item tends to replace the

oldest item in the buffer. The probability of eliminating an item from

the buffer is specified as follows: if there are r items in the buffer

and they are numbered so that item 1 is the oldest and item r is the

newest, then the probability that an entering item will knock the jth

item from the buffer is [6(1 _ 6)j-l]/[1_(1 _ 5)r]

derived from the following scheme: The oldest item is knocked out with

probability 6. If it is not eliminated, then the next oldest is

knocked out with probability 6. The process continues cyclically

until an item is finally selected to be knocked out. When 5 approaches

zero, the knockout probabilities are random. When 6 is greater tha~

zero there will be a tendency for the oldest items to be eliminated from

the buffer first; in fact, if 6 equals one, the oldest item will

always be knocked out. As shown in Atkinson and Shiffrin (1967), the

higher the value of 6 the greater the S-shaped effect predicted for

the lag curve.

The model for the curves in Figs. 1 and 2 is therefore structured

as follows: The parameters r, e, and T will be assumed to be the

same for the covert and overt study conditions; the parameters a and

6 will be assumed to be affected by the experimental manipulation. To

be precise, in the covert case a will be estimated freely and 6 set

equal to zero. In the overt case a will be set equal to one (which

means that every item enters the buffer), and 6 will be estimated

3/
freely. The parameter estimates~that provide the best fit to the data
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of Exp. I were r ~ 3, e ~ .97, and T ~ .90; for the covert condition

the estimate of a was .58 (with 0 ~O), and for the overt condition

the estimate of 0 was .63 (with a ~ 1.0). The predictions for these

parameter values are. shown in Fig .. 1 as smooth curves. A corresponding

set of predictions was made for the data of Exp. II yielding r ~ 3,

e ~ 1.23, and T ~ .92; for the covert condition the estimate of

a was .63 (with 0 ~ 0) and for the overt condition the estimate of

o was .51 (with a ~ 1.0). The predictions generated by these parameter

values are presented in Fig. 2 as smooth curves. It can be seen that

in both experiments the model is doing a reasonably good job of account

ing for these data.

We now wish to examine a few additional aspects of the data from

Exp. L First we consider the "all-same" and "all-different" lag

curves. Figure 3 gives the "all-same" lag curves for the overt and

covert conditions. This curve gives the probability of a correct

response for an item when all of the intervening items (between its

study and test) have the same stimulus. Figure 3 also presents the

"all-different" lag curves. This curve is the probability of making

a correct response to a given item when the other items intervening

between its study and test all involve different stimuli. The predic

tions generated by the previous parameter values are given by the smooth

curves; they appear to be quite accurate.

We now look for an effect that will be sharply dependent upon the

value of a and hence differ for the overt and covert conditions.

Such an effect is given in Fig. 4. Graphed there is the probability of

a correct response to the last stimulus-response pair studied in a series
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of consecutive trials involving the same stimulus; the probability

correct is lumped over all possible lags at which that stimulus-response

pair is subsequently tested. This probability is graphed as a function

of the length of the consecutive run of trials with the same stimulus.

For example, if the study of item 42-B is preceded by three consecutive

trials using stimulus 42 (but different responses), then what is being

plotted on the ordinate is the probability of giving response B to 42

when it is eventually tested and on the abscissa "three preceding items

with the same stimulus." If a is less than one, then the length of

the preceding sequence of items with the same stimulus will be an impor-

tant variable. Since any item in the sequence which enters the buffer

will cause every succeeding item in the sequence to enter the buffer, the

probability that the item in question enters the buffer will approach

one as the length of the preceding sequence of items all using the same

stimulus increases. For a equal to one (overt condition), every item

enters the buffer and therefore no change would be expected. As indicated

in Fig. 4, the data and theory are in good agreement. The slight rise

in the data points for the overt condition may indicate that an estimate

of a slightly below 1. 0 would improve the predicti.ons, but the fit as

it stands seems adequate. Because of space limitation we have not

presented observed and theoretical values comparable to those in Figs.

3 and 4 for Exp. II. However, such analyses have been made, and the

theoretical fits are as good as those obtained in Exp. I.S!

It should be noted that the theoretical curves presented in Figs.

3 and 4 do not involve new parameter estimates. The parameters used in

generating these curves were the same ones used to fit the data of Fig. 1.
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The close correspondence between the predicted and observed results

provides strong support for the model. In our view the assumptions

justified most strongly appear to be the fixed-size rehearsal buffer

and the replacement assumptions governing the entry of ne~ items into

the buffer. It is difficult to imagine a consistent system without

these assumptions that would give rise to similar effects. Some of the

predictions supported by the data are not at all intuitive. For example,

the phenomenon displayed in Fig. 4 seems to be contrary to predictions

based upon considerations of negative transfer. Negative transfer would

seem to predict that a sequence of items having the same stimulus but

different responses would lead to large amounts of interference and

hence reduce the probability of a correct response to the last item in

the sequence. However, just the opposite effect was found in the covert

study condition. Furthermore, the lack of an effect in the overt-study

condition seems to rule out explanations based on successive correct

responses or successive zero-lag tests. Intuition notwithstanding,

this effect was predicted by the model.
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Footnotes

lThis research was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration, Grant No. NGR-05-020-036, and by U. S. Public Health

Service Grant No. USPHS-MH-6154.

2Now at Yale Univ.ersity.

3The estimation procedure uses a minimum chi-square method and is

described in Atkinson, Brelsford, and Shiffrin (1967).

4The derivation of the theoretical functions presented in Figs.

3 and 4 are given in Atkinson and Shiffrin (1967).
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Observed and theoretical probabilities of a correct response

as a function of lag (Experiment I).

Figure 2. Observed and theoretical probabilities of a correct response

as a function of lag (Experiment II).

Figure 3. Observed and theoretical probabilities of a correct response

as a function of lag for the "all-same" and "all-different"

conditions.

Figure 4. Observed and theoretical probabilities of a correct response

as a function of the number of consecutive preceding items

all using the same stimulus.


